
Mobile Step Platform Owner’s Manual

This manual is applicable for the following VRS Squirrel models

• VRSQ 14
• VRSQ 17
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Introduction

The VRS Squirrel is designed to facilitate easy and simple step access to a variable height platform.  It 
incorporates a simple spring assisted height adjustment to allow the platform to be positioned at multiple 
height levels, and thus provide a deck that is sturdy, and as ergonomically safe as possible to work from.

A copy of this manual should remain with the VRS Squirrel at all times.  Prior to using the VRS Squirrel, 
the user should familiarize his/herself fully with the contents, paying particular attention to the safety 
notes herein as it is a mandatory requirement that these are strictly followed.

Regular maintenance as per the maintenance schedule in this manual is also a mandatory requirement.

Should the VRS Squirrel ever be sold, hired or handed over to any third party, it is required that a copy 
of this manual  should also be passed over at the same time to ensure the new owner and/or operator is 
aware of the operational constraints, safety points, and maintenance requirements of the VRS Squirrel.

Compliance

The VRS Squirrel units have been tested and confirmed to meet or exceed the strength, stability and all 
other applicable requirements for the following standards:

Safety Requirements

Prior to Use

     1. Check the VRS Squirrel for any damage and/or missing components.  Proceed only when the unit
 is in good and complete condition.

     2. Check that the springs are in good working condition and that the VRS Squirrel adjusts for height
 easily.

     3. Warning:  The user must check for all electrical hazards (and contact all appropriate authorities if
 necessary) in the area before positioning or using the VRS Squirrel.  The VRS Squirrel conducts
 electricity and offers no electrical protection.

    4. Always ensure that the user faces the steps when ascending or descending. In particular do not
 attempt to descend the VRS Squirrel when facing away from the steps.

• AS/NZS 1576 (Australia and New Zealand)
• ANSI-ASC A14.7-2011 (USA)
• CSA 211-12 (Canada)
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Positioning the VRS Squirrel

     1. Check that the ground surface that the VRS Squirrel is to be used on is capable of supporting 75%
 of the combined weight of the VRS Squirrel and its intended load on any 2 of the feet.

     2. Check that the course to be followed is free from ground or overhead obstructions eg beams,
 trusses, mezzanine floors, raised manholes, electrical cables, gratings, potholes etc.

     3. The VRS Squirrel is moved by simply pulling the structure back (like a Sack Barrow) until the
 wheels at the rear come into contact with the ground surface. The Squirrel can then be easily
 moved around whilst holding and balancing the unit at a comfortable angle.

     4. The VRS Squirrel can be moved with the deck at any height, but if it is elevated, care must be
 taken as this will alter the point of balance, and will also require more room to manoeuvre the unit.

     5. The standard issue wheel tyres are not designed to roll over obstacles.  If the surface of the area
 the VRS Squirrel is to be moved across is soft or has larger stones or debris that will need to be
 traversed, it is recommended to either fit the optional rough terrain wheels, or simply lift it
 manually (note this is a two person operation, one on each side). Manual lifting is best and most
 efficiently done by either utilising the side hand holds or by holding it at one end by the botto
 fixed tread, and at the other by the top handrail.

     6. Using the optional loading wheels, the VRS Squirrel is easily loaded onto most trailers, Utes, and
 into vans. Please refer to the Transport section for guidance on the best way to transport your VRS
 Squirrel. Under no circumstances should the VRS Squirrel be towed or pushed by mechanical
 means.

     7. If the ground surface is not level, refer to the stability notes below.

     8. Under no circumstances must any personnel be allowed on any part of the VRS Squirrel whilst it is
 either being moved, repositioned or adjusted for height.

     9. Although the VRS Squirrel has been designed to minimise them, there are a few “pinch points” or
 areas where minor crushing could occur.  In general, it is mandatory to keep all limbs/heads clear
 of any part of the VRS Squirrel when it is being adjusted for height.

   10. Always check that the deck will not collide with any object as it is being raised or lowered.  In
 particular, ensure all personnel are well clear of the VRS Squirrel when raising, lowering or
 moving the work deck.
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Using the VRS Squirrel

     1. Always check that the “floating treads” (the ones that rise and fall) are properly located before
 ascending.  Make sure they are sitting flat on their supports, and are not on an angle, or dislodged
 in any way.  Also check that the gravity locks are latching/releasing properly.

     2. Always respect the safe operating limits of the VRS Squirrel.  The total design load is 180kg
 (395lb), with a maximum user weight of 130kg (280lb), and a carried load of 20kg (44lb) (leaving an
 allowance for tools etc. on the platform). No weight is allowed beyond the sides, but the maximum
 carried weight can be lifted up to 350mm forward of the front handrails. See the decal attached to
 the VRS Squirrel.  

     3. It is forbidden to jump onto the platforms.

     4. Temporary means of gaining additional height (e.g. using a stepladder or trestle placed on top of
 the working deck, or any surface) is strictly prohibited.

     5. Before adjusting the height of the platform after using, ensure that any uncoiled Spring Leaf (inside
 the Mast section) is clean and has no dirt, paint, plaster, or any such substance left on its surfaces
 as this will retract into the Spring coil and impede the Springs effectiveness. 

     6. It is recommended that the inner side of the mast sections are protected (by a drop cloth or
 similar) if it is at all likely that any material being worked on may stick to, or jamb up the spring
 mechanism eg paint, high concentrations of dust, small stones/debris etc.

     7. The deck has an optional access gate to facilitate access to/from a work surface if required.  If
 fitted this gate must remain shut except when walking through them.  DO NOT USE this gate if
 there is not a flat surface immediately beyond it that has sufficient strength to support your
 weight, and has sufficient guard railing in place.  The gate must be checked before use.  It is sprung
 loaded and held shut by a magnetic latch.  DO NOT USE this gate if it does not move freely
 throughout its full rotation, and easily latch securely shut.  It is mandatory that the gate remains
 shut unless somebody is actually walking through it.

     8. Your VRS Squirrel is equipped with a safety rail at the top of the steps.  This rail has a simple spring
 latch, and when detached, can swing up, out of the path of anybody entering/leaving the working
 deck area.  Ensure this safety rail is engaged in place before proceeding with any work.

     9. It is prohibited for any personnel to be under the work deck when the work deck is loaded and
 elevated.
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VRS Squirrel Stability

     1. If the ground surface is not level do not use the VRS Squirrel.  Ensure the ground surface is firm
 enough to take the loading of the VRS Squirrel.  Apart from suitable sole plates, do not place
 objects under the VRS Squirrel to gain height.

     2. The VRS Squrrel is not designed as a crane.  Do not use the VRS Squirrel to lift any loads, or as a
 platform to jack loads off. 

     3. As with any access device, it is prohibited to lean outside, or lift any loads (beyond those stated on
 the decal which shows a 20kg (44lb) load at a maximum distance of 350mm from the forward rail
 ONLY – not the sides) over/outside the hand rails as this may shift the centre of gravity and cause
 the VRS Squirrel to become unstable.

    4. The VRS Squirrel is primarily constructed of aluminium to provide for ease of manual movement,
 and a relatively corrosion free structure.  It is therefore essential to remember that this is not a
 heavy steel machine and so is more subject to windy conditions.  The table below gives a good
 indication of wind conditions the VRS Squirrel can and cannot be used in.  Due regard must be
 paid to certain circumstances where wind conditions are magnified, e.g. in long open-ended
 buildings, between buildings where the wind may have a funnelling effect, or where the VRS
 Squirrel is positioned close to the corner of a building.  Never attach tarpaulins or other coverings
 to the VRS Squirrel as this may seriously increase its susceptibility to wind force.

Wind Description Beaufort 
Force Speed (kph) Visible Indications Action Required

Medium breeze 4 20 - 29
Raises dust and loose 
paper, small brances move 
on trees.

Safe to work on 
VRS Squirrel.

Fresh breeze 5 30 - 39 Small trees in leaf begin to 
sway.

Cease to work on 
the VRS Squirrel 
and secure all loose 
items.

Strong breeze 6 40 - 50
Large branches in motion, 
umbrella’s use with difficulty, 
telegraph wires whistle.

Move VRS Squirrel 
indoors.

     5. The VRS Squirrel has a minimum operating temperature and should not be used in an
             environment that is colder than -20°c.
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Operation

The VRS Squirrel is very simple to operate.  Apart from instructions given in the safety section of this 
manual, the following gives a basic guide to what is required.

     1. Move the VRS Squirrel as close as possible to the work piece without adjusting the deck height.
 Being closer allows you to more accurately gauge the height you will require the deck at.

     2. To adjust the platform height, pull the support Triggers out of the positioning hole it is currently
 in, grasp the upright portion of the handrails and lift or lower the platform to the desired level.
 Ensure that both the support Triggers are fully located in the positioning holes on both sides at
 the new platform level.

     3.     Move the VRS Squirrel into the final position, checking that it is level and on a sufficiently firm
 base surface.  Ensure both “flap feet” stabilisers have moved into position, flat on the floor.

     4. You may now climb the steps, unlatch the deck safety bar, proceed on to the work deck and
 replace the safety bar.

     5. Once you have finished your work, dismount and move the VRS Squirrel out to a clear area to
 allow for the safe lowering of the deck.

Go-Base

The VRS Go-Base, model VRSQ17, has 4 wheels and a simple brake system that is activated with the 
bottom step as per details below.

    1. Push the bottom tread up to release the brakes on all 4 castors.  The unit can now be moved
 around.
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    2. Push the bottom tread down by standing on it.  This applies the brakes to all 4 wheels and the unit
 can now be safely climbed.
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Maintenance

As with all machinery, particularly those used to support personnel, a regular maintenance check is
required.  The schedule below is the minimum preventative maintenance plan approved by the 
manufacturer.  While these checks are relatively simple, it is recommended that they are carried out by 
qualified tradespeople only.

Monthly Checks

     • A thorough visual check for damaged, dented or bent components.

     • Check the handrails are in place and firm.

     • If fitted check the gate swings open and shut freely.

     • Check that the wheels are firmly bolted into place. 

     • Check the lifting spring is functioning correctly, allowing the VRS Squirrel to be raised/lowered
 easily. Adjust the machine to full height and check the upper unit moves up and down freely and
 easily.

     • Check that the guide wheels (inside the mast sections) are rolling easily and are not seized or
 sliding at any point.

     • Clean off any dust/debris, paying particular attention to the Masts to ensure the Platform can
 move freely.

 Bi-Monthly Checks

     • The entire monthly checks plus…

     • Check all handrail bolts and front panel bolts are tightened to 15 Nm (caution, do not over
 tighten).

Six Monthly Checks

     • All the monthly and bi-monthly checks plus…

     • Check all bolts holding the stair treads, side panels, main upright mast and roller wheels are
 tightened to 15 Nm (caution, do not over tighten).

Please note that it is essential that only genuine parts are used if any replacements are required.
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Fitting Accessories

Go-Base Chassis

    1. Remove rear wheel and front flap feet (both sides).

    2. Lift Squirrel and position over Go-Base chassis.

Squirrel Q14
before conversion Rear wheel

Front Flap Feet
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    3. Place Squirrel accurately onto Go-Base chassis.

    4. Install Washers and fasteners inside the side panel at both rear mount points.  Tighten the Four
 Bolts to 15 Nm.

    5. Install Washers and fasteners inside the side panel at both front mount points.  Tighten the Four
 Bolts to 15 Nm.
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Front Gate

    1. Remove the front mid rail and top rail (as highlighted by the arrows in the illustration) by
 unscrewing the pozi drive screws in the 40mm x 40mm x 3mm angle.

    2. If the weld joining the mid rail channel to the 40mm x 40mm x 3mm angle is protruding past the
 40mm x 40mm x 3mm angle at any point, sand the weld flush to allow the gate frame to seat
 inside the 40mm x 40mm x 3mm angle.

    3. Remove the M6 bolts (as highlighted) from both sides of the platform.  Use the supplied tek
 screws to fix the gate frame in place through these holes from the inside of the platform tray out
 This will then join the platform tray, angle and gate frame together.

Remove top rail

Remove midrail 
rail

Sand weld 
protrusion 

flush

M6 Bolts
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Transport

When transporting the VRS Squirrel please ensure the following…

     • The VRS Squirrel is completely lowered.

     • All the floating treads are either tied down or removed.

For short distances, the VRS Squirrel may be transported lying on its Loading Wheels, although it is
recommended that for longer journeys, the VRS Squirrel is transported in the upright position, and the tie 
down points provided are used.  Do NOT use upper handrails as tie down anchors, however, for longer 
trips it is recommended that the Upper Handrail has a light tie down to avoid excess wear on the
positioning holes. This should then ensure that both the base unit (with the fixed steps) and the upper 
unit (with deck and handrails) are tied down, and that the base of the VRS Squirrel is tied against
movement vertically, forwards and backwards, and the upper unit against vertical movement.

Dimensional Specifications

VRSQ 14 VRSQ 17
Overall Length 1100mm 1170mm
Overall Width (flap feet in) 660mm n/a
Overall Width (flap feet out) 770mm 1020mm
Deck Height (minimum) 720mm 960mm
Deck Height (maximum) 1440mm 1680mm
Deck Length 570mm 570mm
Deck Width 470mm 470mm
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Contact Details

Manufacturers Details

The VRS Squirrel is manufactured in New Zealand by Equiptec.  Please contact us and one of the team 
will be very happy to assist with your enquiry. 

 Phone:   +64 6 842 0222
    0800 84 00 00

 E-mail:   sales@equiptec.co
 
 Website:  www.equiptec.co

 Physical address:  Postal address:
 144 Taradale Road  PO Box 3351
 Onekawa   HBMC
 Napier 4112   Napier  4142
 New Zealand   New Zealand
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